
 

 

 
 

Condor to increase its North American routes by more than 30% 
New destinations include Toronto and Baltimore-Washington 

with more flights to Las Vegas, Seattle and Vancouver  

 

Kelsterbach, 3 October 2011 – Summer 2012 will see Condor extending its routes to North America by 

more than 30% as well as adding two new destinations to its network: new services feature Toronto in 

Canada as well as Baltimore-Washington on the US east coast with bi-weekly flights to both 

destinations. Condor is also offering its customers more flexibility when planning holidays by adding 

an extra flight to Las Vegas, Seattle and Vancouver each week. All of these routes will be serviced 

non-stop from Frankfurt.  

 

"By adding these flights, we are reacting to the increased demand for flights to North America during 

the summer", claims Achim Lameyer, Vice President Passenger Sales at Condor. "The new 

destinations supplement our current flight network across the North Atlantic create a larger variety of 

destinations for Condor passengers. Toronto is one of the most beautiful cities in North America and 

complements Condor´s diversified programme." Toronto was last serviced by Condor in summer 2006 

while Baltimore-Washington was integrated in the Condor network for the first time in July. 

 

“We are pleased to welcome Condor to Toronto Pearson and it’s great that our guests will now have 

additional choice in service when flying to Frankfurt. This new service is one more example of the 

importance of Toronto Pearson as a hub airport, connecting people from various points of the world 

whether they are travelling for business or pleasure”, said Pamela Griffith-Jones, Chief Marketing and 

Commercial Officer for the Greater Toronto Airports Authority.   

 

Not far from the world-famous Niagara Falls, on Lake Ontario located on the so called Golden 

Horseshow, Toronto sprays a unique flair. Canada's largest city is not only renowned as an economic 

and finance centre and for its unique city skyline but also as a multicultural melting pot of the 21st 

century. Thereby Toronto offers an extensive diversity and inspires Toronto-fans not only with its 

exceptional architecture of Frank Gehry and Daniel Libeskind or the numerous parks, which invite to 

spacious walks, but also with festivals such as the Toronto International Film Fesitval, which is one of 

the largest festivals in the world. The view of Toronto´s skyline, which is defined of the CN Tower with 

a height of 553 metres, can be enjoyed best from the Toronto Islands. 

 

Customers should however note that entry into the USA is subject to the necessary ESTA 

(Electronic System for Travel Authorization) application being submitted. Further information on 

this can be found at https://esta.cbp.dhs.gov/. 
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The prices for one-way all-inclusive tickets to Toronto start at € 349 in Economy Class, € 499 

in Premium Economy Class, and € 849 in Comfort Class. Condor flights can be booked in 

any travel agency, online at www.condor.com or by phone on +1 866 960 7915. 

 

Condor Flugdienst GmbH was founded in 1956 and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Thomas 

Cook, one of the world's leading travel companies. Every year some six million passengers fly with 

Condor to over 70 destinations in Europe, Asia, Africa and America. The fleet of this leisure carrier 

consists of 35 modern and environmentally friendly aircraft: twelve Airbus A320s, 13 Boeing 757-

300s and ten Boeing 767-300s. All Boeing planes are maintained by Condor Technik GmbH, and 

maintenance of the Airbus fleet is handled by Condor Berlin GmbH. Both are wholly-owned 

subsidiaries of Condor Flugdienst GmbH. 

 

Condor will be pleased to provide you with photographic materials on request. 
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